DIRECTIONS TO THE HOTEL

• FROM MONS & FRANCE
Take the ring of Brussels (ring ouest) following Brussels (Koekelberg) – Ostende – Mons. Take direction Brussels (Koekelberg). Take exit 10 and follow the main road (avenue Charles Quint) until the end (you will see the Koekelberg church). Drive into the tunnel direction “city centre” and take the exit “centre”. Follow the boulevard straight on (this is the Av. Botanique). At the crossroad next to otanic Garden, turn left on the Rue Royale. The hotel is now at 50m on your left, number 250.

• FROM OTHER CITIES
Take the ring ouest direction E40 Liège & Brussels. Follow E40 direction Brussels. At the end of the motorway choose the tunnel with direction “Centre. Follow the Rue de la Loi until the small ring (big crossroad). Turn right & take small ring direction Centre/Rogier. Exit tunnel at Botanique & follow sign “Botanique” to the right. At the lights you can go to the right to go onto the Rue Royale. Turn right. The hotel is now at 50m on your left, number 250.

The PARKING of the hotel is accessible via the back of the hotel, which is via the small street called Rue Musin. When the hotel is on your left side in the Rue Royale, drive till the end of the building and turn left, after 10m again left and then the entrance is directly on your left side.